IN addressing this meeting of the staff, students and friends of this great institution, I am deeply conscious of the many orators who have occupied this rostrum, and of my own inadequacy to emulate their efforts. But I fully realise that there are three duties incumbent on me to-day. Firstly, to offer a welcome to those students who have joined our hospital since the last opening day; secondly, to place on record the present state of that branch of our Medical School domiciled here; and thirdly, to endeavour to hold your attention for a brief period, on a topic sufficiently ophthalmological to justify my speciality and sufficiently medical to maintain your interest for that time.
There are some who are attending the opening of a session for the first time, although by now they may perhaps oonsider that they are already hardened walkers of the wards. On behalf of the staff of this hospital, it is my pleasant duty and privilege to welcome you formally as the acolytes of a profession whose roots stretch far into antiquity, whose present covers humanity all over the world, and whose future is already in your keeping. I charge you in all sincerity to guard it as a sacred trust, so that you who will occupy this rostrum in the future, may hand on the torch untarnished and unsullied.
What is a profession? It is a pool of knowledge in the keeping of a body of men-knowledge which is common to all, though it may not be possible for any one to compass the whole. By basic training, by the handing on of traditions, and by special study, the recruit to the profession is inducted. The blossoming of the profession comes, as a study of its history reveals, at times when its organisation is efficient, when its freedom is assured, and when secrecy of ideas is abandoned.
A study of the Hippocratic Oath reveals that in the time of Hippocrates a civilization existed in which these criteria were satisfied. But the Dark Ages set in, and it was only in the twelftih century, when Greek medicine was long forgotten, that the Guild System brought medical matters into prominence once more, particularly in Italy, where the schools of. Salerno and Florence were famous.
An interesting sidelight on the medical world of those days is found in the life of Dante the poet, who in the days of his youth aspired to high political attainment. An essential qualification for this was membership of one of the great guilds in the city of Florence. He was affiliated to the Guild of Physicians and Apothecaries, which included also the merchants of spices and drugs, and those of jewels, paintings and books. A voracious reader with an invaluable gift of concentration, a story is told how he became immersed in a new book outside an apothecary's shop and browsed on for hours totally unaware of an uproarious city festival that was happening in the street behind him. According to his own account, he nearly read his eyes out, and had for a time to fall back on darkness and the application of cold water-to what part of his anatomy he applied the latter is not recorded. It is, however, pleasant to know that he maintained all his social and civic intercoursc, ain( that it was the wonder of his contemporaries how he studied xithout cessation, but yet no one would have suspected from his style and y-outhful company that he Wlas studying at all. I'hat he had to pay up for this later was only to be expccted, anid Boccacio relates that Dante was so much given to sitting up late over his books that both his lhousehold and his wife despaired and grieved thereat.
WVc are told that in tlle lhospitals of that city he witnessed the progress of all sorts of (liseases, of (Iropsy, fever, leprosy and convulsions. He studied the nature of the drugs and comiipounds suited to each disease. JThe art of dissection, the secrets of embryology, and the use of surgical instruments no longer remained a mystery to his receptivc mlind. Mlagnifying glasses, spices, jewels and pigments of every description-pearls, (liamonids anld even emeralds formed but part of the arnanmenltalriumn of this mediaeval genius. You may consider that these last are a study now abandoned, but the historian of five hundred years hence, reading of the use of aniline dye derivatives and of drugs with such names as aureomycin, may conclude that even in the mid-twentieth century we found it necessary to burden the developing mind with jewels and pigments.
The cause of the breakdown of the guild system is a study in itself, but it would seem that the profession lost the common touch and became bedazzled by such studies as those just enumerated.
Next we find the apprentice system replacing the former method. Here the aspirant to medicine bound himself to an apothecary or barber-surgeon, and from them learnt by observation and practice all that he needed to know about his art. As an example of the sort of thing that then went on, we find that Dean Swift makes his hero Gulliver serve four years with Mr. James Bates, 'an eminent surgeon in London,' and later proceed to study physic at Leyden for two years and seven months, 'knowing it would be useful in long voyages. ' WVe are all familiar with the history of the barber's pole as the sign whereby the doctor's establishment was recognised in an illiterate era, and of its origin as a support for the rags that were stained by the common practice of bloodletting. History does not record whether the sturdy apprentices of the past did not use the pole to hook in victims or to bludgeon them, once ensnared, into anaesthesia.
Secrets not revealed by time and perhaps more justifiable than the outstanding secret of medical history-the concealment of the midwifery forceps by three generations of the Chamberlain family, a deed that will make obstetricians of all the ages blush for shame.
But in the eighteenth century knowledge was beginning to grow too rapidly for the methods of education then in vogue, and the advantage of allowing the student to draw from the knowledge of many rather than the few made itself manifest. Medical schools began to grow in importanqe. Dir. Widess in his "Account of the Schools of Surgery, Royal College of Surgeons, Dublin," recently published, gives a lively and interesting account of the origin and growth of the Dublin College and the many great figures of Irish Medicine who were associated with it. Among these, as an ophthalmologist, I was particularly interested to read about Arthur Jacob, who entered as a student in 1811 and remained on the strength of the school till 1867, being Professor of Anatomy and Physiology for forty-one years. The membrana Jacobi, as the layer of rods and cones was once known, was discovered by him in 1819. In 1827 he described an ulcer of peculiar character which attacks the eyelids and other parts of the face, a condition which we now call rodent ulcer, and previously known for many years as Jacob's ulcer. A contemporary records, as one of Jacobs few weaknesses, his notion that he alone of all the professors should always give the introductory lecture at the commencement of the session at the College School.
In the first half of the nineteenth century many fundamental principles of presentday medicine were being discovered, and from then also date many of the professional organisations that give shape and coherence to the edifice that is known as medicine to-day. Shortly after the middle of the century parliament passed the Medical Act of 1858, under which the profession in this country has developed and prospered and given the community 'benefits as they arose in surgery, medicine, ophthalmology, radiology, and in the many spheres in which the public looks to medicine for guidance and help. This Act, by a blending of liberty and control, enabled British Medicine to reach a pitch' where it led the world without being at any time an undue appendage of the body politic.
The first vestiges of a medical curriculum in Belfast followed quickly on the establishment of the Royal Academical Institution in 1810, when, in 1818, Dr. James L. Drummond was appointed to the Chair of Anatomy and Physiology. It was not until 1829 that further planning was begun, and the Faculty of Medicine was established in 1835. At this time it was estimated that some three hundred medical students left Ulster annually to study in other colleges.
In 1849, the Faculty transferred to form part of the newly established Queen's College, Belfast, of the Queen's University in Ireland. This University subsequently gave place to the Royal University of Ireland, of which Q.C.B. was a constituent college. The curious may observe the arms of these Universities in Sir William Whitla's window, now placed in an advantageous position at the end of the main hospital corridor. The present Queen's University of Belfast, at whose inception the Medical School was thus so important a constituent, dates from 1910. The wards and out-patient departments of the Royal Hospital in Frederick Street, and since 1903 of the Royal Victoria Hospital, has been the scene of much, I might say the bulk of that give and take, of that stimiulus and counter stimulus, of that correction and criticism which is the basis of medical education as we knowit. 1 reminld those who iiov for the first time take part in these activities, that they wvill get from anl institution such as this a return exactly proportionate to their interest and work. Under new conditions we must contrive to maintain and enhance the good name earned for our school by our predecessors. Difficult days may lie ahead, but a determination to excel in good work on the part of every one of us will be a sure passport to success in uneasy times.
At the outset of the session it is customary to refer to the dlepletion of our ranks I intend to use these as a method oi focussing attention on Somlle aIspects of medicine in our time, hopin,g that such a mnethod is appropriate to thle pr-esent occasion. Sir \Villiam Osler, in the year 1901, w-as able to sulimarise in forty-five pages the development of medicine in the ninleteentlh centUry. Volumles would be required to recount the expansion that lhas sinice occurred. I'roof of the oIitstaiiding success that has attencde(d the craft of medicile is to l)e found( inM the mainer in vhich the variotis civilized cominlunitits rega-d as odispensihie forI 11hem lsel es anid for their individuLal imiembers the blessings that cC<ni now he pr-ovidedsummarise(l by Osler as the prevention of disease, the relief of sufferl-ing atndl the healing of the sick. Such popular approval is a relatively new feature, won for us by our predecessors during the last hundred years. Sir Richard Bul-ton, whose disguise was that of an Indian haji or mnedicine-inan, inl his a'ccounit of his pilgrimage to Al-Madinah and Mlecca in 1853, speaks scathingly of European medicine in Egypt, and remarks, "Tlhere it is about as eflicient as in India-that is to say, not at all." But even in 1853 new learning was beinig spread, which was foundation matter for phenomenal subsequent developmenits.
For several decades our professioni has sought that easy access to otur ser-vices should be available to all, and we as a profession had our proposals for a National Health Service dating back over thirty years. Our ideas as to lhoNx the details should be worked out have not been met in several important respects, but 1 have not as yet heard voiced the opinion that it is beyond the wit of man to devise the ideal scheme.
It is one of our aspirations that in such an ideal sclhemlle the trivial beginnings of disease should be sorted out, and the maxim that an ounce of prevention is worth a ton of cure should be put into practice. This notion lics behindel the phrase 'positive health,' a conception now rather in the eclipse. I think it would be a pity to let it as an ideal sink through overloading and frustration in Ml(ilistrative detail. XVe should encourage the people to look on the doctor as onc who, under tolerable working conditions, has his immense conitribution to make even to those just below par and Ino more-the 'twilight health' of the advertiser.
An example of this, which other departments must be able to parallel, is our experience in the ophthalmic department, where we frequently find grossly undersighted individuals who claim to have perfect visioIn. In thesc eases it is not so muclh a case of making the sick well as of making the well fitter to stand the strain of living in mocdern society. On the other hand, there arre those wviho are worried either by the occurrence of trivial symptoms which may be somewhat slimilal-to those which have had alarming sequels in friencds o-relativ es, or by tihe introspective discovery of physiological effects niot hither-to appreciate(l. Sir Davi(d Brewster wrote a paper on one of these effects-muscw volitanites-a form of floating spots before the eyes. It is one of the classic documents on the subject, and he finished it by saying, "Nor has science performedl one of the least important of her functions wbhen she enables us either in ouir own case or that of others to dispel those anxieties and fears which are the necessary offspring of ignorance and error."
It is in noting visual sensations too that the introspective often find scope to indulge their vice. Perhaps vice is hardly the correct word, for an informed interest in the mechanism of sight and of entoptic phenomena leads to a better knowledge of the physiology of vision as a whole. Donders, the elucidator of astigmatism, writing in 1864, mentions that he had formerly written a detailed essay on the employment of entoptic investigation in the diagnosis of defects of the eye. He adds, and we must accord him the sympathy granted to one whose contribution is demoded by a new technique, "Now that (thanks to the valuable invention of Helmholz) the ophthalmoscope is in our hands, the importance of the entoptic mode of examination for diagnosis is thrown completely in the shade." The mode however remains of great interest and it is possible that in the future the investigation of these subjective phenomena will play a bigger part in the diagnosis of ocular pathology than it does at present.
Mv interest, in the first example, was elicited by a subjective experience. You must imagine yourself wakening up on a dull winter morning, the first light is coming past you from a window above your head, and as you open your eyes momentarily you regard a white ceiling. For an instant on the ceiling there appears a spider-like figure. You say to yourself, liver-or elephants, and then, if you have a clear conscience, you begin to wonder where you have seen that figure before. If you are a professor of medicine, or if you have been looking at it regularly for about twenty years, you will probably realise that what you have seen is the projection of the blood-vessel system of the retina. About 120 years after him you have rediscovered Purkinje's figure. He described in 1825 his finding that when a light is thrown on the side of an eye in a darkened room, the subject perceives a pattern of shadowy lines, an outline corresponding to his retinal vessels, which is believed to be due to an after image. The value of the observation was-underlined in 1855 when Muller deduced from it that the percipient tissue of the eye is the outer layer of the retina.
From this we note how close to us lies the raw material for advances and how simply an informed person may pick up a pebble on the shore of the ocean of knowledge. The phenomenon I have described must have occurred over and over again in the course of the centuries before Purkinje, and no one acquainted with retinal anatomy and the ability to put two and two together existed. Purkinje described his figure well before the fundus had first been viewed with the ophthalmoscope, but the existence of the blind spot was known in his time, having been described by Marriotte in 1668. In his historical note on Purkinje, Sir Stewart You have judged the size of the image -by proprioceptive stimuli from the muscles of accommodation. In the case of an after-image then, the perception is affected by the state of the body when it receives the first impression both as regards size and colour. I think it is possible that when a new development takes place in the field of medicine our interpretation and attitude to it is in similar fashion coloured by the theories and techniques which it replaces.
An example of this is to be drawn from the history of ophthalmic medicine in the early nineteenth century. The German school, following Professor Beer, classified ophthalmias or inflammations of the eye according to their presumed causes; the French and British schools attempted to classify according to the seat of the disease, so that where the latter spoke of conjunctivitis, iritis and keratitis, the former spoke of ophthalmias-scrofulous, rheumatic or catarrhal.
Other varieties recognised were erysipelatous, variolous, morbilious, scarlatinous, herpetic, arthritic, syphilitic, scorbutic and intermittent. In the light of new knowledge that has come to us many of these terms are now outmoded, and according as we approach the facts from one side or the other, we tend to get an imperfect picture of the truth, which is to be found in a blend of both views. The use, however, of a term such as scrofulous or catarrhal in a loose manner is a carry over from an outmoded school of thought, and the use of such words may delay the recognition of disease entities, emerging for the first time in the light of new conceptions and new classifications. Our knowledge of the part played by the faculty of binocular vision in the physiological functioning of the eyes has grown in conjunction 148
with the growth of neurology and orthoptics, and we niow realise the importance and value of stereopsis or the possession of this faculty in full. We recognise that the possession of parallel visual axes and our type of macula enable us to achieve a very special method of orientating ourselves in our surroundings, one which was even more useful to our ancestors in arboreal days than it is to us in our artificial and pampered circumstances. It is but natural that possessed of this faculty men should endeavour to depict representations of those scenes which they consider memorable, either for their beauty or their historic significance. The artist, in doing so, is accustomed, unless he is ultra modlern, to la) out his picture in foreground, middle distance and background, ancd the viewer gazing at the picture is able to take in the meaning, although the representation is very different from what actually occurs in nature. T'he effect is gained by perspective or optical illusion and by the viewers fallacious belief that our vision has a photographic ability to take in a landscape at a glance, whereas when an object in space is regarded by an individual possessing normal binocular vision the eyes move so that the visual axes intersect at the object, forming ani image on each macula. rhe images of all other objects so fall that they give rise to double vision, as seen by the periphery of the field of vision, and it is from this double vision that impressions of contour and depth are gauged. Thus it is that by dint of viewing the natural scene from two points of view simultaneously we get a more informed knowledge of reality. It is not an undue stretch to apply this thought to the field of medicine and to claim that those who follow clinical practice achieve, or have an opportunity of achieving, the synthesis that leads to more complete understanding. They do this by approaching their cases from two different angles. rhe first is the diagnostic approach-a purely intellectual effort-and the second the therapeutic. This olle covers a wide domain, ranging over the answers to the questions: "What is the patient to be told about his disease?; "What is he to be told he must do about it?" and "What is needed in the way of advice, drugs and hospital or other facilities?"
A knowledge of diagnosis is of course a requisitc second to nionie in the profession of medicine. Dr. Clarke-Kennedy defines it as essentially at clinical assessment as a basis for prognosis and a guide to the immediate treatment of the patient. But it is just because the approach from what I have called the therapeutic angle must be unerring that it is an essential part of the student's training to walk the wards. The book-learning, the theoretical basis of current practice, must be learned and digested, but the management of cases must be learned as the natu-ralists say, "in the field"-by the observation in action of those skilled in the art. Let me carry my analogy a little further, and say that to dlerive satisfaction from one's work in the medical sphere, it is necessary, having acquired the dual art of diagnosis and case-management, to keep these two aspects botlh functioning in proper alignment. Those who desire culture for its own sake, or as an intellectual pursuit, eschewing responsibility, would do well to give the medical career the go-by, for a medical qualification is like binocular vision, a tool meant for use; and just as an eye that loses its function soon gets out of line, and the result is an obvious squint, so a medically qualified person who fails to keep abreast of advances in diagnosis on the one hand, and does not accept responsibility in the exercise of his profession on the other, is liable to find that his knowledge such as it is, is a burden to himself and of little use to anybody else.
I would like to emphasise the necessity that is on us to accept responsibility. It is not for the medical man, exercising his function in the manner that has been handed down from his predecessors, to "pass the buck," and the training that is laid down for the medical man in his under-graduate and early post-graduate days is designed to fit him, step-by-step, to accept responsibility commensurate with his seniority.
It is this acceptance of responsibility that the patient looks for from his doctor. The future will show whether he can be equally well served by the employee of a third party, as he was when he himself employed the practitioner of his choice, and the bargain was as that between a willing buyer and a willing seller. Many believe that undue attention is being given to the material goods of which it is our function to dispose, and that the doctor in his role of counsellor and friend is often taken too much for granted. For our part we can only continue to provide the service if we keep before us a philosophy such as that expressed as follows by King Asoka, the Indian ruler of early days: "I am never satisfied with the adequacy of my exertions or the promptitude of my decision of cases. Work I must for the public benefit, and the object of all my exertions is simply to acquit my debt to living beings so that I may make some of them happy in this world, and that hereafter they may attain heaven."
To another Indian, a sojourner in our city, I am indebted for a fitting series of definitions: To know what must be done-that is Wisdom; To know how to do it -that is Skill; To know what must be done and to do it-that is Service.
In seeking for ourselves satisfaction in a life which consists of items of service to individuals we are on sure ground, for we are following what the Master said was second only to the greatest commandment of all.
With the advance in scientific knowledge, it is nowadays improbable that, like Newton at a fair, we shall buy a piece of prismatic glass and from it derive material for an epoch-making discovery on the nature of light, nor is it probable that, like Helmholz, the "stout Cortes" of the scientific world, we shall construct an ophthalmoscope out of a few coverslips and open up a new world. Our tools have become more complicated and the techniques required are such that no individual can hope to master more than a few. It is in the performance of difficult and highly skilled procedures that the advancing edge of knowledge now marches. In the ophthalmic field there is the investigation of the new technique of television of the fundus oculi, there are the refinements now being devised for slit-lamp micwoscopy of the posterior portions of the eye, there is the application to ocular therapeutics of new antibiotics as and when they are released. In all these lines of investigation we find the expensive instrument, the difficult technique, the small field of study and yet the possibility that some fundamental discovery may be made. I think this typifies our situation to-day. We have in our hospital service what is admittedly an expensive instrument. T'he techniques we follow, both therapeutic and administrative, require enthusiasm, patience and industry to acquire, and this of necessity restricts the field of the individual. The broad outlook in medicine which was possessed by Sir William Osler is now most difficult to achieve. And yet we must make the effort to achieve it if this vast new paraphernalia of modern medicine is not to bog down of its own weight. We have a synthesis to achieve-the mingling of the humanity of the old physicians with the science of the modern age.
I believe that the generation of teachers under whom I was privileged to study achieved this synthesis in no small degree. Only insomuch as your generation and mine succeeds in holding aloft the torch we have inherited will our profession retain its honoured place in the community.
Few of us would like to think that medicine as it exists to-day is anything more than the chrysalis of what we hope for. The fulfilment of-the perfect structure will be given to those who know the facts-the experience of the past, and who are alive to the ideals or the hopes for the future. In addition, they must have the energy to devote their lives and efforts to seeing their ideals realised.
With this goal in view, I would say to you who are at the outset of your career:
Spread your interest over all the subjects of the curriculum. It is possible that the one you touch on most lightly may become, if not your bread and butter, your mtainstay and your intellectual hobby; and it may be that some other interest, perhaps non-medical altogether may be the key that will unlock doors hitherto barred and bolted to mankind. Secondly, I would say read biographies and read some medical biographies. Most of us have too little knowledge of the possibilities of our profession to be able to dispense with these. They are mostly written by doctors, and the experience we bring to them shows up the high lights in the experienlces of our predecessors, and enables us to savour these experiences more thoroughly. I recently found out, in re-reading Osler's Life by Harvey Cushing, how much more there was in it than I suspected on my first reading, although I thought it then and still think it one of the most enriching books in medical or any literature.
Finally, I would say, Remember that you have a life to live, that however much you may be determined to make a success of your medical career, you have also your part to play in the society in which God placed you.
Cherish your links with your non-medical friends. Do not let the heady draught of science spoil for you the joys of the widest possible communion with your fellows. Let our aim be to see life steadily and see it whole. If we do so it may be our privilege to throw the light of our knowledge in many dark places, remembering as we do so the words of the motto made use of by the ophthalmologists of Ghent-"Vitam dat qui lucem"-He who gives Light gives Life.
